
CERTAIN LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF HAUSDORFF
SUMMABILITY METHODS

BY

B. VANDERBURG

1. Introduction. Throughout, Rt denotes the half-plane R(z)> —e.t' and

e are always assumed to satisfy the relation 0 <e' <e < 1.

We shall be concerned with Hausdorff summability methods^) whose

generating sequences are of the form { T(n) }¿°, where T(z) is a regular func-

tion on some Rt. If Ti(z), T2(z) are two such functions, we know the following

to be true(2): (i) If [Ti(z)/T2(z)] is a Mellin transform (pure, in the sense of

Hausdorff [4]), that is,

(1.1) Tx(z)/T2(z) =   f   x>d<j>(x)
Jo

where <¡>(x) is of b.v. on (0, 1) and 0(0) =0(0 + ), then every sequence

limitable-Ä"(r2) to 5 is limitable-TZ(ri) to Ti(0)s/Ti(0). When this condition

is fulfilled, we say H(Ti) is as strong as H(T2), and write this II(Ti)Z)II(T2).

(ii) If ri(0)/r2(0) = l, and both [ri(z)/r2(z)] and its reciprocal are Mellin

transforms, then a sequence is H(Ti)-convergent to a limit 5, only if it is

H(T2)-convergent to s, and conversely. If this latter condition holds, the

methods are called equivalent.

The following is true [l; 6; 7]: If on Re, T(z) is regular, and

(1.2) f   | T(x+ iy)\2dy < c < + <=o
Jo

uniformly, then there exists a function <p(x), which is a.c. on (0,1) and such

that

(1.3) T(z) =  f  <t>'(x)x'dx
J o

on the half-plane 81(2) >e.

From this we obtain the following: (1) Suppose on Rt, T(z) is regular and

further
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(1.4) r(*) = * + o(|*+ih),

uniformly. Then T(z) is a Mellin transform. This is an immediate result

since (T(z) —a) satisfies (1.2). (2) If T(z) satisfies the conditions of (1) (a^O),

then T(z)~x is a Mellin transform if, and only if, it is free from zeros on R0.

The necessity of the condition is obvious. To show that it is sufficient, we

note that

(1.5) IW-»-*-» + 0(|l + ih),

uniformly on Re. For some value p>0, it is then true that T(z)¿¿0 on Rc

provided | $(z)\ Sïp. By the Heine-Borel theorem, it follows that there exists

an e'ge, such that T(z)^0 in the rectangle | $(z)\ßp, -e'^dî(z) = 0. Hence

T~l(z) satisfies the hypotheses of (1) with e replaced by e'.

The summability methods of Cesàro and Holder, C" and H", are asso-

ciated with the functions

(1.6) C«(z) = T(a + i)T(z + 1)/T(a + z + 1),

(1.7) H"(z) = (z+ 1)-".

We have:

(A) Let a be any real or complex number. If T(z) is regular on some R„ and

(1 • 8) T(z) = a(z + 1)-« + 0( | z + 1 [—*)

uniformly on Rt, then H(T)~Z)Ha.

(B) // the hypotheses of (A) are true (a^O), then Ha^)II(T) if, and only

if, T(z)^OonRo.
These results follow at once from an application of (i), (1), and (2). We

may replace Ha by C" in both statements if 9î(a) > — 1. This follows from the

equivalence of the two methods under these circumstances [2; 4].

We need the following [lO]: Suppose n is any positive integer, and a is

any complex number. Then

1 atufa)

(2+1)« + (*+i)«+i + ...

a(a + 1) • ■ • (a + n - l)\n(a)

(z + 1)"+»

+ 0( | 2 + 1 |-«-»-i).

This holds uniformly on Rc, c < + °o. The values Xi(a), • ■ • , X„(a) are chosen

so that

(,..o,    a-*>-'-(«*7) -*.<<.)(.og7)

= /(x)(l - x)"+"

T(z + 1)

(1.9)
V(a + z + 1)
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where/(x) is regular at x = l. For example, Xi(a) = (1— a)/2.

2. The summability method [C — T(a+l) H"]. Consider the function

(2.1) T(z) = C(z)/T(a + 1) - H"(z).

From (1.9) it is seen that for some e, 0<e<l,

a(i — a) , .
(2.2) T(z) =—-+ 0(   z+lh«-2).

2(z + l)«+l M    T    ■

Thus, by statement (A), §1, H(T)Z)Ha+l for all values of a. In a slightly

different form, we have H(Y(a+\)T), written [Ca-T(a + l)Ha]DHa+l

(a^-1, -2, ■ ■ ■).

As for the converse of this result, we shall confine ourselves to the real

regular case. Thus, throughout, a is supposed real and to exceed — 1. We can

write (2.1) in the form

(2.3) T(z) =
r(2 + i)   r        r(a + 2 + i) -

T(a + z + 1) L        (z + l)-r(z + 1).

It is seen that T(z) =0 if, and only if,

(2.4) F(z, a) = T(a + z + l)/(z + l)°r(z + 1) = 1.

First, suppose that z (—x) is real and not less than 0. Then (2.4) is true

only if a = 0 or a = 1. For it is known, and may easily be proven by (2.7) to

follow, that iXa+x + l) is a logarithmically convex function of a. Hence it

cannot take on the value 1 more than twice.

We now suppose z = x-\-iy, y¿¿0. Concerning F(x-\-iy, a) the following is

true.

Lemma 1. If y ^0, the function log | F(x-\-iy, a)\ is, as a function of a,

concave at a= — x— 1. It decreases steadily as a varies from — x—1 to — x,

and changes from concave to convex at some point between these two values (but

less than \y\ — x—1). Thereafter it is convex for all values of a.

Momentarily assuming the truth of this, we have the following: Since

z = x-\-iy, y^O, by the lemma, log | F(x-\-iy, a)\ decreases as a varies from

— x—1 to —x. Thereafter the function is convex. Since it is zero at a = 0

(= — x) and a = l, it is seen that it must be positive on the open interval

( — x — 1, —x). Thus F(x-\-iy, a) = 1 only if a = 0 or 1. We have then by

statement (B), §1, and the opening result of this section:

I. At least when they are both defined and are real and regular, the methods

Ha+l, [Ca-T(a+l)H"][l-T(a + l)]-1 are equivalent.

Proof of Lemma 1. It is seen from (1.9) that on R(

(2.5) lim   F(z, a) = 1.
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The functional equation of the gamma function now yields

/z + 2Wz + a + 1\
(2.6) r(,,o)_(_)(___)r(, + 1,„):

(2.7) e(t,a)-fl\-
o   L(

It follows from this and (2.5) that

(z+j+2)°(z + j+ 1)    H

L_(z+/+ l)«(z + a+i+ 1)J'

Thus we have

"  r(x + j + 2)2+ y2l°r      (x+i+l)2+y2      "I
(2.8) \F(z, a) 2= Il - ^-  ;

o  L(x + j + l)2 + y2J l(x+a + j+ l)2 + y2   J

(2.9) 2iog|^(z,a)|= Ef r-:- I ;^rif;
o   l  Jo ¿2 + y2     -'x+j+i      t2 + y2)

d        . »   C /• *+'+2     2/áí 2(a + x + j + 1) }
(2.10) 2-log|F(z, a)   =2^   I r—i-,     ,       ,   ■  ,   '        \\i

dot o   {J x+j+1   t2 + y2      (a + x + ^ + l)2 + y2J

rt (1,    3» -   (a+x + i+l)[3y2-(a+x + j+l)2]
(2.11)   -log    F(z, a)\  =   >,  -:-:- •

da2        ' "       V [(a+x+i+l)2+y2]'

Lemma 1 is now seen to be an immediate consequence of the following:

(a) log \F(z, -x-1)| >log \F(z, -x)\.
(b) The graph of log | F(z, a) \ has, as a function of a, parallel tangents at

a= — x and a= — x—1.

(c) log | F(z, a)\ is, as a function of a, convex on the interval (y —x—1,

+ •).

(d) log I F(z, a) | has, as a function of a, at most one inflection value on

( — x— 1, y —x—1).

Statements (a), (b), and (c) follow at once from (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11)

respectively. The zeros of d2 log | F(z, a) \ /da2 have been carefully investi-

gated by Hille [5, p. 14] and (d) is included among his results. This may also

be proven, though not so elegantly, by methods of §4 to follow.

3. The summability method [T(a+ß + i)Ca-Cß-T(a + l)T(ß+l)Ca+^].

Choose

nu _M C«(z)-C*(z) C^(z)
(3.1) T(z) =

T(a + l)T(ß +1)       T(a + ß + 1)

From (1.9), we have

(3.2) T(z) = -—-h 0( I z + 1 h«-"-2)

uniformly on Rt. Thus by statement (A), §1, and the succeeding comment,
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we have: If di(a+ß)> —2 and none of a, ß, a+ß= — 1, then

[T(a + ß+ \)C«C' - T(a + l)T(ß + l)Ca+"] D C+e+K

For real orders, the following contains a partial converse to this result:

II. At least, if a, ß, a-\-ß are real and exceed — 1, and neither a nor ß is zero,

then the summability method

[T(a + ß + 1)C«-C - T(a + l)T(ß + Í)C^]

• [r(« + ß + l) - r(« + l)V(ß + i)]-1

¿s equivalent to Ca+ß+1.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses true. From statement (B), §1, and the suc-

ceeding comment, it is seen that we need only prove T(z)¿¿0 on R0. Here-

after suppose z satisfies this last condition.

Suppose z is real. We have

■ f'u-x)«-
Jo

l(l - x»)xzdx

(3.3,     T("+1)J'
T(z +1) T(ß + z + 1)

r(« + 2 + 1)       T(a + ß + 2 + 1)

A comparison of this with (3.1) shows T(z)?¿0.

Now consider z = x + fy, y^O. We may write

(3.4)      roo
r(z + l)    r _ T(a + z+ pro? + » + i)-

r(« + z + l) L     r(z + i)r(« + ß + 2 + i).

Call the subtracted function in the brackets G(z, a, ß). We must show

G(z, a, ß)^!. Since this function is symmetrical in a and ß, it is no restric-

tion to suppose a<ß. The desired proof is divided into three parts:

Part 1. a>0. Using (2.4), we can write

(3.5) G(z, a, ß) = F(z, a)F(z, ß)/F(z, a + ß)

so that

(3.6) log | G(z, a,ß)\= log | F(z, a) \ + log | F(z, ß) | - log | F(z, a + ß)\.

Now log I F(z, 0)I =0, and by Lemma 1, log | F(z, a)\ is a convex function of

a on (0, + »). Therefore (3.6) is definitely negative and therefore (3.5) can-

not be 1.

Part 2. —1 <a<0, j3^1. By Lemma 1, log | F(z, a)\ is seen to be an in-

creasing function on (1, +a>). Hence log \ F(z, ß)\ >log \ F(z, a+ß)\.

Furthermore, if we again refer to the lemma, log | F(z, a) \ is positive. Thus

\G(z, a, ß)\ exceeds 1.

Part 3. -Ka<0,  -Kß<i. With the aid of (2.7), we can write
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<3.7)     ftll».nf±t£iíi»+i±L].
VL(«+. + i + w + .+j+i)J

Let us suppose 3 (2) >0. Consider the Argand diagrams of the vectors

a+ß+z+j+1 ß+Z+j+l

a + z + y +1 2 + y+i

It is clear that, according as ß>0 or (3<0, the argument of the first vector

is negative and less than that of the second, or is positive and exceeds that of

the second. This implies that the argument of (3.7) is not 0. It is clear from

the diagram that, as \ß\ <1,

(3.8) arg | G(z, a, ß) | < £
(a + ß + z+j+1)

arg -
(a + z + j+í)

Now the right-hand side of (3.8) is dominated by the greater of arg (a+2+l)

and arg (a+ß+z+l). Since (a + l), (a+ß + 1) are positive, it follows that

neither of these exceeds 7r/2. A similar result is found in the case 3(2) <0.

Thus, generally,

(3.9) 0 < I argG(z, a, ß) \ < tt/2.

Therefore G(z, a, ß) ¿¿1.

4. A result for Riesz summability methods. We need the following im-

portant results of Rogosinski [8] : Let <p(x) be constant on the exterior of the

closed interval (0, 1), and of b.v. thereon. Let s(x) be Borel-measurable

(admissible). Write

/»   111

s(x)dcj>(x/ui).
0

To say that s(x) is H($)-convergent to s means that lim,,.«, L(o>)=s. Let

7\(z), T2(z) be the Mellin transforms of 0i(x), <f>2(x) respectively; then

(a) fT(ri)DF(r,)   implies   Hfa) D H(<t>2)(3);

(b) H(Ti) Sé H(T,)    implies   Hfa) Se 3(<f>2).

In particular, let X: 0<X0<Xi< • • • be a diverging sequence. Define the

"X-step function," SK(x), to be that function which has value sn if Xn^x<X„+i,

and value 0 if x<Xo. Clearly this function is admissible. Write

(4.1) Cl(w) = -   f""s\x)d(l - —Y (91(a) > 0).

The sequence {sn}  will be called C^-convergent (convergent by the Riesz

(») In fact, if HOfcHim s(x) =s, then H(<t>i)-\im s(x) = (Ti (0)/r»(0))i.
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summability of order a, and type X [3]) to s if lirn^,^«, C*(co) =s.

Let r be any positive number. Write Xr= {\Tn\. The following are true:

IIIA. Suppose 9?(a)>0, r>0. Let \sn\ be any sequence. If {sn} is C„+1-

convergent to s, then

(4.2) lim [<£(«) - r"C?\¿*)] = [1 - r"]s.

The real converse is:

IIIB. Suppose r>0, 5¿1. Let {sn\ be any sequence. If a is a positive num-

ber, then (4.2) implies that {sn} is C„+1-convergent to s.

Proof of IIIA. Consider

(4.3) T(z) = a f   {(1 - x)"-1 - r«-\\ - &fr)*-i&l*-i)X'dx.
Jo

We find by integration,

T(z) T(z + 1) r"T(rz + 1)
(4.4)-—- =-^—-- •

T(a +1)       r(a + 2 + 1)        r(a + rz + 1)

As an application of (1.9), we have

T(z) a(a+ l)/l - r\

Thus by statement (A), §1, and succeeding comment, it is seen that H(T)

DC«+\
Write

(4.6) 4>(x) = a f    [(1 - t)«-1 - r—*(1 - i»'')«-V"-i]iÔ
Jo

and note that <f>(l)-<p(0)=l-ra. Denote

(4.7) La(o>) =  f  S*(wx)d4>(x).
Jo

It follows at once from (a) that if \sn} is C*+1-convergent to s, then

(4.2a) HmZa(w) =  [l - r"]s.
CO—»CO

Equation (4.7) can now be written

La(co) = a I    5n(xcj)(1 - x)«-1¿x - ar" |    S\xco)(l - x1^)-àx.
Jo Jo r

As Sx(xu)) = S0,r,(xco1/r), we have
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La(co) = Ca(üi) — r Ca   (ù>   ).

Thus (4.2a) may be written as (4.2), and IIIA is established.

Proof of IIIB. From (a), and statement (B), §1, it is seen that we need

only prove T(z) ¿¿0 on R0, under the given conditions. Suppose the latter to

hold throughout.

If we temporarily display the dependence of 7"(z) on a and r, we find

(4.8) T(z, a,r) = (- r")T(zr, a, r*1).

This is easily proven with the aid of (4.4).

Denote

(4.9) K(z, a, r) = r"Y(rz + l)Y(a + z + 1)/T(z + l)T(a + rz + 1).

From (4.4), it is seen that it is sufficient for us to prove K(z, a, r)¿¿í. From

(1.9) and (4.5), we have

a(a + 1) (r - 1\ /     1    \
(4.10) K(z, a, r) - 1 +-— {—^)(j^Tj) + 0(\ z + I h2).

Expressed as an infinite product

(4 11) K(z  a  r) = r~fT |"(a + rg + •*'+ 1)(g + ' + ^l
~   X    o   L(« + z + j + l)(rz + j+l)I

Because of (4.8), there will be no loss of generality if, from now on, we

suppose r>\. Under this condition it will be shown that for all positive

values of a, \ K(z, a, r) | > 1 on R0.

We first prove this for the special case z = iy. As K(Q, a, r) =ra which ex-

ceeds 1 if a>0, it will be further supposed that y^O.

From (4.11), we find

log | K(iy, a, r)\2 = a log (r2)

(4.12) ¿ r     «<, + ,•+1)2+ yv, uj+iy + f, -i

o   L       I (a + j+l)2+y2 )   T    S  \(i+i)2 + ry/J

For  simplicity   in   notation,   (r2y2)112 will   be denoted  by u,  and   (1/y2)

•d log|K(iy, a, r)\ 2/d(r2) by L(a, r2y2).     Thus

(4.13)       L(a,u)=-£-   ;
u2 o  l(oi + j+ l)2 + u2      (j+l)2 + u*J

(4.14) «sM..l_a¿r   "+'+1   i
da u2 ol[(<x + j+ 1)2+ u2]2J

d2L(a, u) =       -  r 3(« + j + l)2 - M2 1

â«2       ~       o   L[(a + 7+ 1)2+«2]3J"
(4.15)
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The following are true of the function L(a, u) :

(a) L(0,u)=L(-l,u)=0.

(b) La'(0,«)=L«'(-l, u).

(c) As a function of a, L(a, u) is convex on ((u/3112) — 1, + <x> ).

(d) As a function of a, L(a, u) possesses at most one inflection value on

(-1, (u/3"2-l).

The first three of these statements follow directly from (4.13), (4.14),

and (4.15) respectively. The proof of (d) is momentarily postponed.

The following conclusions are drawn from (a)-(d) : The function L(a, u) is,

as a function of a, concave at a = — 1 ; it changes from concave to convex at

some interior value of ( — 1, 0), and it is convex thereafter. It has on the in-

terior of ( — 1, 0) precisely one zero, and on the open interval (0, + °° ) is a

positive function.

As a consequence of the last italicized statement, if ct> 0, log | K(iy, a, r) |

is an increasing function of r. From (4.12), log ¡K(iy, a, 1)=0. Therefore

log \K(iy, a, r)\ is positive if a >0. Thus \K(iy, a, r)\ >1 on the line $Ro(z) =0.

Referring to (4.10), it is clear that there exists some value po such that,

if p>po, then \K(z, a, r)\ >1 provided 9î(z)^0 and \z\ —p. Using this to-

gether with the conclusion of the last paragraph, the minimum modulus

principle tells us that \K(z, a, r)\ >1 on R0. Thus IIIB is established.

Proof of (d). We shall use the notation, /+(/)= max (/(/, 0) (f~(t)

= min (/(/), 0)). By fu(t), we shall mean/(w+j), where j is the integral part of

(t-u).

Suppose f(t) ^0 on the interval (a, + <»). Let/(¿) be nondecreasing on the

closed interval (a, M) and nonincreasing on the closed interval (M, +°°).

Suppose that /(/) is integrable on (a, + °°). The function has then the

following simple properties:

(Pi)
■ +00 /» +0O

/I +00 /» +0Oh(t)dt- f(t)dt
b J b

Ú f(M) (a^b).

(P2) Suppose a^b<M<c. Uf(b)^f(c), then

i +0O y» +00/• +W /» +*>

J      h(t)dt à J      f(t)dt.

(P3) Suppose M<b<+ oo. If/(¿) is convex on (b, +°°), then

j  " h(t)dt- f°f(t)dt^f(b)/2.

Proceeding now with our proof, we have upon differentiation of (4.15)

1   d*L(a,u) »    (a + j+l)[u2-(a+j+l)2]
(4.16) — —- =   >, -i--:;-•

24      3as o [(« + j + l)2 + u2Y
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Denote

(4.17) g(t) = (3t2 - u2)/(t2 + u2)\

(4.18) <t>(t) = t(u2 - t2)/(t2 + w2)4.

Write G(a, u)=d2L(a, u)/da2. We have then

/i +00

ga+l(t)dt,
a+l

dG(a,u) r>+«

da />+00

<l>a+l(t)dt.
a+1

The proof of (d) is based on the following statements :

(i) Ifu^3112, 0áa + l<w/4(31/2), then G(a, u)<0.

Proof. By double differentiation of /£"ydx/(x2+y2)2, or by a contour

integration, we find

(4.19) f    g(t)dt = 0.
Jo

Computation yields

(4.20) g(a + 1) g g(u/4(31'2)) < (- 0.88«-4)

and

J.+oo /. u/31'2
g(t)dl = -  j g(t)dt < (Q.tlu-i)(u/3li2).

u/31'2 J 0

The greatest value of g(t) is l/4w4, which occurs at t — u. It follows from (Pi)

and (4.21) that

(4.22) f     gt+i(t)dt < (0.61m-4)/(m/31/2) + 1/4«4.
Jo

From the second hypothesis of (i) together with (4.20) we can also write

/»+0O

(4.23) I      ga+i(t)dt g (- 0.88m-4).
Jo

Thus it is seen that

/.+O0

ga+1(t)dt < 0.
o

(ii) // m 5:0.58 and there is a value of j such that w/4(31/2) ^a+j+1

¿u/31'2, then dG(a, u)/da<0.

Proof. Let M(m) be the positive value at which (¡>(t) achieves its maximum
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(minimum) value. Computation yields

/» +°°

h 4>(t)dt = 0,       m:   <¡>(u/31'2) = 1/8m5,

(4.25) J^'2
n:   <¡>"(u/31'2) = 0,

o:   <p(m) = (- 0.0177m-6),        p:   <Km/4(31/2)) = 0.130m-6.

If M^a+j+l^u/31'2, then generally

►  +00 (%  +00 {*  +00

/► +00 p +» S9  +00

<pa+1(t)dt > <Í>W31'2W*> <¡>(t)dt + 4>(u/31'2)/2
a+l J u/3112 J u/31'2

|      /» +00     _ |       n +00

>    I     <¿ (<)A + 4>(™)   >    I      <t>a+i(t)dt .
I J a+l I J a+la+l

The first of these inequalities is obvious; the second is established with the

aid of (P3); the third is true because <p(u/3ll2)/2><j)(m), and the last is a

modified application of (Pi).

On the other hand, suppose w/4(31/2) ¿a+KM. Noting that <j>(u/3112)

<4>(u/A(3i>2)), we have

f    <t>a+i(t)dt > <K«(31/2)) [m/31'2 - M] + f      <t>+(t)dt
J a+l J u/31'2

(4.27)v ^.+00

+ <tr(t)dt + <p(m).
J«(31/2)

But/+3° 20(0^ = 0, so

/.+00

<t>a+i(t)dt > 4>(u/31'2)[u/3112 - M] + <t>(m).
a+l

The right side of (4.28) is zero at m = 0.57 (approximately); therefore, if

m = 0.58, it is true that dG(a, u)/da>0. This with (4.26) proves (ii).

(iii) Suppose m = 2.8. If there exists a value j, such that u/5(31/2) ^¡¡a+j+1

^6u/5(31'2), then dG(a, u)/da>0.

Proof. Computation yields

(4.29) *     C^ - 1/48M'

m:   <p(u/S(31'2)) = O.Ulu-\       n:   0(6m/5(31'2)) = 0.0769?*-6.

Certainly, then,

(4.30) f    <j>+a^i(t)dt > ^(6u/5(31'2)).
J a+l
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The inequality

/> +00

4>(t)dt + 4>(m) > 0
H

has, using the values (4.25 o) and (4.29), the approximate solution m<2.9.

Thus if tt = 2.8, it follows from (4.30) that dG(a, u)/du>0.

Recalling the hypothesis Q^a+1 ^u/3112, the truth of (d) is now directly

implied by the following:

(1) If mS: (3/4(31/2))_1, there exists aj such that the hypotheses of (ii)

are satisfied. Hence dG(a, u)/da>0.

(2) If 31/2á«á(3/4(31/2))-1I there exists a; such that u/5(3l'2)^a+j

+ 1=6m/5(31'2). Thus by (iii), dG(a, u)/da>0.
(3) Suppose m<31/2. Then a direct application of (i) and (iii) shows that

G(a, u) is negative if O^a+1 ^m/4(31/2), and is otherwise an increasing

function.

Thus, in any event, G(a, u) has, at most, one zero if 0 = a+l <u/3112.

This proves (d).

In closing, I should like to thank the reviewer of the paper as it was

originally presented, for a very thorough and extremely helpful criticism.
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